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bstract. A novel photonic technique of 60-GHz millimeter-
ave subcarrier generation base on four-wave mixing effect

n a semiconductor optical amplifier �SOA� and a dual-
requency Brillouin fiber laser configuration is proposed. In
his system, two new harmonic components with six times
pacing of the microwave source frequency are created
hen an optical signal, generated by carrier-suppressed in-

ensity modulation, is launched into the SOA. The two re-
idual modulation sidebands are then suppressed by stimu-
ated Brillouin scattering process, and the leaved idlers
rovide an millimeter-wave subcarrier signal. © 2009 Society of
hoto-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

n recent years, the millimeter-wave band has drawn con-
iderable attention because it shows great potential in future
roadband wireless communication systems, in which gen-
ration and distribution of millimeter-wave signals using
hotonics is a key technique.1 Various methods have been
sed to achieve this purpose. One of the conventional ways
s optical harmonic frequencies generation assisted with a
roper filtering system. There are several solutions for cre-
ting optical harmonic components, such as overdriving an
lectrooptic modulator �intensity or phase modulator� using
microwave signal with amplitude much higher than V�;2

our-wave mixing �FWM� in fiber3 or semiconductor opti-
al amplifier �SOA�.4 Among these techniques, FWM in
OA is a good candidate due to relatively simple operation
ondition, small package and low optical power require-
ent. For selectively filtering the optical frequency compo-

ents, interleaves,5 fiber Bragg gratings,3 or arrayed wave-
uide gratings2 are widely used. However, they usually
eed wavelength matching between the optical sources and
he filters. Furthermore, the fixed bandwidths of these filters
lso limit their operation ranges. Brillouin selective side-

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
ptical Engineering 030502-
band amplification technique is another way to implement
filtering function, but stable external light sources are re-
quired to provide Stokes waves. In order to solve these
problems, the technique of Brillouin carrier suppression
could be employed for eliminating unwanted frequencies.6,7

In this letter, we propose a novel technique to generate a
60-GHz millimeter-wave photonic signal with an external
modulation frequency at 10 GHz. The presented scheme
utilizes a Mach–Zehnder modulator �MZM�, biased for car-
rier suppression, to create two initial modulation sidebands.
New optical harmonic components �idlers�, separated by
six times frequency of the modulation frequency, are gen-
erated through FWM effect in SOA. When the output of
SOA is launched into a Brillouin fiber laser �BFL�, residual
power in the initial modulation tones can be depleted and
the idlers are maintained. Therefore, the optical sidebands
with six times frequency of the microwave drive signal can
be obtained with quality governed by the electrical modu-
lation signal source. The experimental setup is depicted in
Fig. 1.

2 Operation Principle

As shown in Fig. 1, a laser emits at a single optical fre-
quency �0. When the light is modulated with a microwave
signal of frequency f in a MZM, the output optical field can
be expressed as3
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where � is the normalized bias point of the modulator and
� is the normalized amplitude of the driving voltage. The
Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind and on the order of
n. If we set �=1, then the optical carrier will vanish, and
two strong harmonic frequencies will appear at �0+ f and
�0− f with the amplitude determined by J1���� /2��. Start-
ing with the two input wavelengths, which acted as two

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of mm-wave subcarrier generation.
March 2009/Vol. 48�3�1
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ump waves, idlers are produced by a FWM effect in SOA
ith frequencies of �0−3f and �0+3f .
For filtering the two residual pump waves, the stimu-

ated Brillouin scattering �SBS� mechanism is introduced to
eplete their power in a BFL cavity. It is well known that a
ump wave with a frequency �0 is able to stimulate a mov-
ng acoustic grating in the transmission direction of the
ump, which can reflect the pump wave by Bragg diffrac-
ion and with frequency-downshifted from the pump by �b.
n this process, the pump power is transferred to the re-
ected light �Stokes wave�; therefore, the pump attenuation

s realized. According to this fact, one can design a BFL
onfiguration, where the spontaneous Stokes waves are am-
lified and counterpropagated with the original signal. In
his case, the corresponding pumps are greatly depleted and
ther components keep unchanged since Brillouin gain
pectrum has very narrow bandwidth �dozens of
egahertz�.6 It should be emphasized that the wavelength

f the light source has no requirement because the wave-
ength spacing between Stokes waves and pumps is
elf-locked.

Experimental Results and Discussion

n our experiment, an external cavity laser output is at
550.6 nm with a linewidth of �100 kHz, which is ampli-
ude modulated with a 10-GHz bandwidth LiNbO3 MZM.
hrough optimizing the modulator bias and controlling the

nput polarization with a polarization controller �PC�, the
ptical carrier is maximum suppressed and two first-order
idebands, separated by 20 GHz, are generated when a
0-GHz microwave signal is applied to the MZM. The re-
ulting output spectrum is given by Fig. 2�a�. Because of
he optical insertion loss of the MZM, an isolated Er-doped
ber amplifier �EDFA� is employed and the power

aunched into SOA �Ibias=300 mA� is set at 3 dBm. Ac-
ording to the FWM effect in SOA, idlers are produced
ith the frequency difference of 60 GHz, which is shown

n Fig. 2�b�. The spectrum is asymmetric, owing to the
xistence of several nonlinear mechanisms in SOA, such as
ross-gain modulation, spectral hole burning, and carrier
eating,8 but the two first-order idlers have an almost equal
ower level.

The output of SOA is amplified by an EDFA and enters
ort 1 of a circulator after a PC because of the polarization
ependence of the SBS effect in fiber. The average optical
ower measured at port 2 is 17 dBm, which enables the
umps �two first-order sidebands� to generate spontaneous
tokes waves in 10-km-long dispersion shift fiber �DSF�,
nd the Stokes waves will enter the port 3 of the circulator.

tunable optical bandpass filter �TOBPF� with a band-
idth of 0.2 nm is used for selecting the Stokes waves

orresponding to the pumps and rejecting other compo-
ents. According to the SBS mechanism that the higher the
tokes power is, the higher the pump attenuation is,6 a
80-nm pumped EDFA is next to the TOBPF. After the
tokes waves coupled into the DSF from the opposite end
f the pumps, a dual-frequency BFL is composed, where
he loop gain is provided by EDFA and the Brillouin
mplification.

Figure 2�c� presents the output of the SOA and the
tokes waves from the BFL. It is clear to see that two
tokes waves are generated, which are corresponding to the
ptical Engineering 030502-
original modulation sidebands with �b of 10.7 GHz. Figure
2�d� shows the output optical spectrum of millimeter-wave
subcarrier. In comparison to Fig. 2�b�, it can be found that
the two pump components are suppressed by about 16 and
20 dB, respectively, which have power about 15 dB lower

Fig. 2 Measured optical spectra: �a� The signal after MZM, �b� after
SOA with FWM, �c� contrast between the Stokes waves from BFL
and the output from SOA, and �d� the generated mm-wave after
pump suppression in the BFL.
March 2009/Vol. 48�3�2
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han those of the two idlers. Therefore, the pump compo-
ents will not provide significant contribution to further
pplications.

As was mentioned before, the pumps attenuation is de-
endent on the power of the Stokes waves; in other words,
t is interrelated with the pump current of the 980-nm pump
nside the BFL cavity. Figure 3 shows the dependence of
umps, idlers on the EDFA pump current of the BFL. Al-
hough the power of pump 2 is �8 dB higher than that of
ump 1 at the end of SOA, pump 2 will suffer greater
ttenuation by the spontaneous SBS process at zero pump
urrent in the cavity, which leads to close power level be-
ween pump 1 and pump 2 at the beginning point of the

easurement.
It is not demonstrated in this letter, however, an optical

andpass filter can be inserted after the SOA to eliminate
he amplified spontaneous noise and unwanted high-order
dlers. Optional wavelength suppression �one or more
avelengths� or spectral line-by-line operation is also

vailable if the filter was replaced by a proper one in the
FL cavity.

Fig. 3 Dependence of pumps; idlers on EDFA pump current.
ptical Engineering 030502-
4 Conclusion
Though creating harmonic frequencies by FWM effect in
the SOA and suppressing two original modulation side-
bands, millimeter-wave subcarrier at 60 GHz �six times of
modulation frequency� is generated. Unlike conventional
techniques, this scheme can realize multiwavelength filter-
ing at the same time with no need of wavelength matching.
Furthermore, this technique shows simple implementation
and flexibility in the future millimeter-wave signal genera-
tion and distribution.
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